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An informal survey of the usage of the term ‘monkey’ and alternatives used.
The link to this Google Form survey was posted on the Mouriz facebook and in a Mouritz email
newsletter. It was open from 15 April to 30 April 2021. The introduction text to the survey was:
“The first teacher training course students coined the term ‘monkey’ as a nickname for one of Alexander’s positions of mechanical advantage. It was and frequently still is used for bending/folding at
the hips, knees and ankles. Alexander never used this term, but it became widely used. The term is
now however considered by some people to cause offense and there have recently been discussions on
alternative terms. This questionnaire is an informal survey of usage and alternatives used. It will take
1-2 minutes. It closes Friday 30 April and results will be published shortly afterwards. Thank you.”
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Question 3
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Question 4
Do you use an alternative term? If yes, please fill it in the box below. [87 responses.]
Bending
Flex 1
Bending
Humanoid
(For example) Move from sitting three quarters of the way to standing, and then stop. (And other descriptive variations).
Position of mechanical advantage
‘Position of mechanical advantage’; ‘mechanical advantage’; ‘semi-squat’; ‘bending hips, knees, ankles’,
Sometimes simply “flexing at the hips knees and ankles”.
Position of....
I show the hip movement with my arms: left horisontally, bent, right elbow placed on top of it, contact point illustrates the
hips gliding movement. I say “let this movement happen in hip joints” tilting the right lower arm.
Position of mechanical advantage
Baby bending, position of mechanical advantage, bending
Fold
Dynamic bend
I try to explain that monkey describes a position of mechanical advantage, but that in itself is inadequate.
Position of mechanical advantage
No
Bending
Bend
Position of mechanical advantage
I say that Alexander called it position of mechanical advantage but AT teachers call it monkey.
Bending
With great sadness
No
Position of mechanical advantage
Bending
Mechanical advantage
Bending
Folding
Semi flexed (as per John Nicholls)
No
Some degree of bend at knees and/or hips
Half way
Honni soit qui mal y pense
I use both explaining that the term monkey is a convenient abbreviation of “a position of mechanical advantage”
I don’t actually have a good alternative.
Bending
I don’t do positions of “mechanical advantage.” They may be useful, but in my observation, they become things to do, instead
of observing a pupil, asking them questions and going from there with experiments. Pupils can learn so much more if they
are allowed to discover on their own.
Squat
Sometimes students use monkey themselves due to how they experience the stance; by itself ‘monkey’ is not offensive; an
individual might create an association in their own mind and communication can resolve an issue
One of FMA’s positions of mechanical advantage
Folding
Position of mechanical advantage
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Position of mechanical advantage (‘monkey’ suggests a specific range of angles which I don’t like to do)
When I introduce monkey to students I preface it by saying that it’s a nickname for ‘position of mechanical advantage’ which
a term also used.
Ready position
As if you are going to sit down or whilst going up, drop your sitting bones
Not really. Talk about folding and unfolding. Have a concertina of paper to represent human with feet and leg joints.
Some degree of bend at knees and/or hips
Upright mechanical advantageous condition
Position of mechanical advantage; vertical semi-supine.
Shallow Bend
Position of mechanical advantage
Folding & bending
Position of mechanical advantage
Position of mechanical advantage
A position of mechanical advantage
I always explain to students that it is properly called the position of mechanical advantage, but that it was nicknamed ‘monkey’
by FM’s students, and that I like it because it is descriptive of the movement.
Position of mechanical advantage
Partial squat
Positions of mechanical advantage, or Poma for short
POMA, Semi-Flex, and on the training course where I teach we use ODAF (Oppositional Dynamic Attitudinal Framework)
Dippy Bird
Partial squat
position of mechanical advantage
No, I don’t teach this.
Jockey
Have yet to learn this in my training course. Perhaps intentionally my teachers have adapted to not using the term.
POMA
I am seeking better terminology or imagery for Alexander’s “position of mechanical advantage”
Dynamic condition of mechanical advantage
Jockey
I just describe the movement as being one we make in so many activities
I simply say folding and unfolding
I speak of folding at ankles/knees and hips...
Jockey has been getting used, but I’m not sure that’s appropriate to co-opt either. Why not just adopt Alexander’s term,
Position of Mechanical Advantage? It’s pretty benign/neutral.
Dynamic bending, position of mechanical advantage
Folding or releasing at the hips, knees ankles while maintaining a sense of ease throughout
A position of mechanical advantage, if at all.
Designer mechanics
I usually tell about how Alexander called it “a position of mechanical advantage” but that his students started to call it”monkey
position” and that most teacher and student calls it that. I call it “monkey”.
Horse Stance (from martial arts)
Ready position
semi-sitting or sem-standing
Dip
Sometimes “position of mechanical advantage” but “monkey” more usually
Just coined word - Zigzag - trainees and other teachers seem to like it
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Question 5
Which of the following terms appeal to you as an alternative to ‘monkey’ (tick all that apply) [131 responses.]
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Question 5 continued
Other (The table below contains other terms suggested by the participants).
Suggestions

Suggested no. of times

a position of mechanical advantage’ to complement rather than replace ‘monkey’.

1

back back’ and/or ‘knees forward’

1

beginning of a squat. It’s a problem though - nothing seems quite to fit ...

1

dynamic folding

1

dynamic semi-squat

1

dynamics of mechanical advantage

1

earth connection position

1

empowerment stance

1

flexion at hips knees and ankles

1

folding and unfolding over the hip joints

1

folding or dynamic folding (avoid ‘bending’ as associated with habitual movement)

1

fundamental bend

1

half sitting

2

half way

1

half way place/house

1

hard to put into a couple of words...dynamic ease while bending?

1

I speak Swedish but say”monkey. I would not translate it and say”apa” (Swedish
for monkey). If I say something in Swedish I would say bend hips / knees.

1

jockey

3

knees, hips and ankles fold

1

many others

1

none are good enough

1

nothing wrong with term monkey - too much PC in protest!

1

POMA (position of mechanical advantage)

1

position of maximum possibility

1

position of mechanical advantage without the ‘a’, or ‘attitude of mechanical
advantage’, half squat’ or ‘semi-squat’ rather than ‘semi-squatting’

1

ready position

2

squat

1

zed bend

1

zigzag

2
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Question 6
Any other comments [65 responses].

The term “mechanical advantage” is difficult to understand and explain. Aren’t there
many “positions of mechanical advantage”? I wouldn’t limit the term to bending. Would
be interested in others’ thoughts on this and on others’ understanding of “position of
mechanical advantage”.
It’s overblown nonsense. Political correctness gone mad.
It would be interesting to know how widely the term “monkey” in AT is considered to
give offense, who is offended by it and what the reasons are for the term to be considered
offensive.
Despite believing there is good intention behind changing the name, I don’t think it’s
applicable in this case. Monkey is an easy term to describe the position our body goes
into and is something that comes natural, just like we understand what crawling is or the
description of cat and cow in yoga. Children who imitate animals would go into a similar
position and it’s that innate connection we make that’s so valuable. Language is there to aid
communication and I can’t think of a more directly applicable and widely understood term.
Thank you for doing this.
I also like “a slight crouch”.
Maybe it doesn’t have to have a name as any name carries with it the possibility that it is
seen as a position instead of a dynamic postural attitude of antagonistic pulls that can vary
indefinately.
The term “monkey” has never been problematic for me or any other teacher/student/pupil
that I know personally. But it’s as well to have an alternative should the problem ever arise.
I try to make the pupil imagine the axis at the level of hip joints + bottom of the crossbone.
And to glide or tilt or place movements around this axis. I’m not into Alexander Technique
lingo, maybe that’s why pupils understand what I’m teaching.
It depends in the use. In writing the original words of Alexander are best, but during lessons
we need something short. Therefore I finde none of the alternatives better than monkey.
Please think of the potential harm and put aside AT lineage and egos.
A lot of the AT language needs changing it – not only monkey, but inhibition, direction,
endgaining. These are atavistic jargonistic words which alienate people and make us seem
like a secret society or cult unfortunately. Even the UK Tax Office has adopted plain
English. AT seems to have strayed so far from it’s original purpose that of ‘a performer
in crisis’ we need to rethink what we actually teach and why it relates to the Alexander
Technique specifically.
I never use the term monkey, unless someone calls it that themselves, which many people
do since that’s how it feels to them. I actually don’t make any special name for the position
at all.
I don’t have any problems with the term. For me it seems one can put problems into any
term/word we use in our life/business/teaching (also outside the AT-world). I think it is a
question of mindset and attitude to be in a neutral state.
I feel that anxiety about the use of “monkey” pales into insignificance compared with some
of the views expressed in Man’s Supreme Inheritance.
It is very sad that this specific name should be damned by an abstract term. However the
AT has to be more accessible and not turn people off who might not understand. I have
issue with this mechanism of collating information. Having worked in marketing for years I
know it is deeply flawed for a broad response.
We need to be very careful not to overcompensate with these sorts of discussions. I actually
brought it up to a Black acquaintance of mine, who is not involved in the AT. He found
the term ‘monkey’ in this context absolutely unproblematic and suggested it sounded like
a typical discussion of white people trying not to appear racist. That in itself is more racist
than the words we use appropriately, even if the same words have been abused in the past
in other contexts.
“POMA” would be a useful acronym.
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All the terms given in the previous question about an alternative to “monkey” apart from
the first “position of m.a.” imply an action. Monkey, as demonstrated in the pictures we
were left of Alexander teaching it, is about thinking in (or in children, adopting) a position
that allows release, not about flexion, extension, squatting, standing, bending, or anything
“done.” In choosing an alternative name Alexander’s own oeuvre should be considered
in its entirety. His legacy has already been damaged by people who translate Alexander’s
method into body work because of their own lack of comprehension, and ignorance of
Alexander’s writing which is coherent with what he discovered.
Monkey-term has many advantages in daily practice: it is short, handy, funny expression for
something which cannot be expressed shortly ... which needs practical demonstration and
a lot of practice [smiley inserted here]
As people find this offensive, then they should be listened to and believed. There shouldn’t
be a need to even do a survey. FM was colonialist and imperialist and that could be
acknowleged more openly full-stop. It’s 2021!
Aren’t there more important things to talk about!!!
It might be useful to explain what offense is perceived by others – I am at a loss to
understand why. If the term is used by all to describe themselves and others in certain
position regardless of gender, age, ethnicity, religion or other characteristic how can it
be offensive? Should yoga positions relating to animals be questioned (dog position) or
KungFu styles and movements (many animal names used)? I detest careless discriminatory
language and I might be described as politically correct – I am just at a loss to see what is
offensive here especially since the term is applied to all who participate. Discriminatory
language is by its very nature addressed at a minority or subgroup not at everyone.
The term ‘Monkey’ is not troublesome to me – any more that say in Yoga – there are poses
that are names after creatures – and sometimes in movement improvisation imaginative
inspiration is drawn from animal patterns of movement. We also often think of how fish
moves in water and how an amphibian creeps in our work because it relates to human
evolution. I suppose what is helpful is to be articulate about the use of our ‘terms’ and how
they have some into being so that they are more than just labels – there is a story behind
them that has intelligence.
My view is that we are in danger of becoming an undemocratic profession. Let each decide
what is appropriate for their own situation.
I put no to chaging the term, but happy to change it if it really is offensive to Afro-Americans.
We use monkey as an expression of endearment to mischiveous children in UK. ‘There’s
nothing good nor bad but thinking makes it so’ believe is the quote from Hamlet. I suppose
the expression was coined by white upper middle class northern european/colonial sorts
of 1940’s. I am wary of middle class white northern europeans.us citz choosing to change
something by assuming black citizens would find it so. I’ve used the term myself to black
and white students as its just a description of a shape that is fairly neanderthal, or feels that
way with long dangly arms. But I have no desire to offend so happy to stop using the word.
I don’t use it that often ... well I shall become more conscious and see if that’s true!
It seems that the hability of interpretating is each time rare... Monkey is a beautiful animal,
our ancestors. This is a metaphor and analogy. Shamed must feel who think bad of a monkey.
No. I look forward to hearing what others suggest. Thank you for doing this.
Monkey is so clear. I am sure the monkey population is not insulted. Might be better to do
a survey of them
“Positions of mechanical advantage” are abstracted from movements people do in daily
life. Unfortunately, with the abstraction, comes the idea that there is a “right” way to do
something. “Lunge” is another example. If I want to pick up something from the floor, all
I have to do is let my knees (or knee) go forward. But I see people trying to do a “lunge”
to perform a simple task, and in the process making the task much more complicated.
“Analyze the conditions of use present” Alexander said. That applies to how I am thinking
and moving, and also my environment. What is in my surroundings, and how am I relating
to it, i.e. what do I want to do. Pick up the book? Pull weeds from the garden? Pick up the
newspaper from the porch? If I am clearly aware of my thinking/awareness and my goal, my
system will organize to attain that goal. It’s so simple.
I usually describe the two ways we can adopt positions of mechanical advantage as 1) a
lunge (asymmetrical flexion and/or positioning of the legs relative to the torso) and 2) a
squat (symmetrical flexion and positioning of the legs relative to the torso).
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Communication is important and the context in which a word is used or what the intention
is. Like with the word ‘inhibition’; in A.T. the context for using this word is different from
the way it is used in psychology.
At a certain point we’re going to need to stop catering to everyone’s offenses.Yes, Alexander
made racist comments as a product of his time and place that were offensive and untrue and
should be denounced. I am in full support of that. But this position is meant to resemble
the monkey as an animal and is in no way racist. By this logic, if we stop using the term
monkey to describe a position resembling a monkey, we should stop using the word monkey
to describe the animal as people seem to be simply triggered by the word itself regardless
of context.
I also appreciated your explanation at beginning of survey.
I like the word Monkey because the student has an idea what a Monkey is.
All of the terms given, except ‘position of mechanical advantage’, are inaccurate and
misleading. I wouldn’t find it possible to understand Alexander’s intention through the use
of any of the other terms.
Taking offense has become a sport. ‘Monkey’ is still a rather limited term. I had great
difficulty with it until I saw Shaike Hermelin that ALL well coordinated standing includes
the mobility that ‘monkey’ requires.
I would prefer to use a short term, since it takes time to cognitively process verbal cues.
I may be dense but since we’re using ‘monkey’ to refer to monkeys and use of the word was
never and is never used in any derogatory way whatsover I don’t see a need to change it.
I’m very glad this survey is being done as I do think we should not be using the term
Monkey I always try to use an alternative.
No.
Monkey is a stupid term. Few monkeys are able to stand on two legs! They walk on all fours
but sit to be able to hold food. As you implied, it carries overtones of racial insult along with
an idea of being silly or naughty. Position of mechanical advantage means nothing to most
people and sounds rigid.
That is a great discussion, although I have not much of a problem with the “monkey” term
for it.
Monkey is a useful term to keep the learning playful. It helps in making the students laugh
and not take things too seriously in ‘getting things right’.
I never use the term monkey, unless someone calls it that themselves, which many people
do since that’s how it feels to them. I actually don’t make any special name for the position
at all.
Thanks for doing this!
A monkey is an animal, and the position is named after the characteristic attitude a monkey
adopts – it’s hard to see why this would be offensive. Yoga and tai chi also have positions
named after animals. What’s the problem?
I would like to use a shorter term but want it to be clear and understandable. I have never
liked monkey and have never used it.
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I was part of the discussion of Facebook where various teachers seemed to be insisting that
‘monkey’ is now a term of racial abuse – which was news to me. I did my own mini-survey
following this – of a friend who is very interested in issues of racial discrimination, and also
her husband who was brought up in USA – in an industrial town in California, and neither
were aware of this as an issue. I wonder how localised the problem really is? I do think that
we all have to watch language in any country and around different racial groups – in Ireland
I have to be careful of how I introduce working with any sort of ruler or stick (part of the
Jeando Masoero work) because so many pupils here were beaten at home or school. But I
would not try to impose this as a general problem on teachers working in other countries.
I noticed that the most vocal of the teachers on this Facebook thread had grown up in an
area in Southern USA where she had frequently witnessed black people being abused with
this term – so it is not surprising that she feels strongly about it. But as another teacher
from UK observed, it really is not an issue in UK, and likewise in Ireland. To me the takehome is that with any student one must use one’s judgement all the time as to words used.
Sometimes if I think there is any room for problems, I ask if people are comfortable with
a word or phrase. I would hate to see the technique forced into political correctness in this
way for something that – as another teacher in the FB thread observed, isn’t calling anyone
a monkey, but simply drawing a parallel with it. As a biologist I would like to point out that
we are all monkeys originally, and I like the term because it does harken us back to our
animal ancestry.
It would also be interesting to reconsider/reframe the language in FM’s books as well. Many
training courses read these books aloud, now that times are changing we could be more
sensitive to the needs of POC and diverse populations.
Thanks for doing this!
I object to folding since hip joints are ball and socket joints and the action is more like
rolling than folding (which implies hinging or 2-dimensions, not 3) Alexander Technique
is about creating choice. Teachers should have the freedom to use alternative language that
speak to your contemporaries. Dated/offensive language should be placed in context.
This is an interesting cultural question. Is it that when teachers use the term “monkey”
they are worried about exposing their own racial bias? The term is used in all kinds of
modern natural movement practices, without explicitly having anything to do with racial
associations. If BIPOC folks are asking that this be changed then ABSOLUTELY change
the term, if it affects the teaching environment then change the term. Do Alexander teachers
of color use the phrase?
The broader issue of the racism that is part of Alexander’s writings makes it problematic to
use those writings to teach the work. We can’t change the history of his own thinking, but
we also can’t ignore the harm that is done by not addressing these issues in the present or
pretending that his words don’t have a negative impact in the present.
Clarification, I have used Monkey in the past, but am looking for a different term.
The term is odd but doesn’t bother me. I am sorry some people are offended by the term,
so I definitely want to honor their wish that we change it.
I have always thought this was not a helpful term. and there are others as well that would
be good to look at!! Thanks for doing this-- best—[name removed]
I don’t like “bending” as it is too closely associated with “waist” which we do not have. It
also seems to be associated with long things that can be “bent” – we don’t move in that way
– we fold at our joints. Something dynamic that incorporates folding perhaps? Am curious
as to the particulars of this conversation? What do some find offensive about “monkey”?
I’ve always associated it with Darwin, and how, like our primate cousins, we can move.
Is this offending “creationists”? Do black people feel that the imagery is somehow aimed
derogatorily at them? Is this a white “political correctness” adjustment suggested by some
who think others could be offended? Is there any data (other than anecdotal) that suggests
this action must be taken? In order to respond accurately to this survey- more context
would be helpful. I’m all for substituting something else if there truly is an outcry here.
I’d just feel better about the process if there was some data to support that the term IS
offensive to many.
I have participated in the AmSAT discussion on Monkey. Some younger teachers have
strong feelings against using the term monkey, and I have heard their concerns, and taken
steps to use alternative language when teaching about the POMA.
Glad we are looking at alternatives. The term Monkey always felt weird to me and so if
I used it at all, it was with further explanation and appropriate to the student’s interest.
Ahhhh LANGUAGE!!
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For many years I have and do use ‘monkey’ to ‘language’ the Movement to individuals where
this term, presented lightly, or as fun, is appropriate to them as individuals. As a preferred
alternative, where possible for an individual’s way of understanding and absorption, I use
the term DESIGNER MECHANICS! Thank you (30+ years of experience, chiefly in
South Africa).
I don’t think it is good to make the AT jargon “political” (as a lot of people seems to be
searching for making everything “political”. I’m interested in our AT history, whatever it
has been or been talked about, languages used and so on makes it interesting. But I think
it’s great to also use new words and terminologi when it comes up and feels natural. It’s like
terminologi used in Qigong and TaiChi. It can be old fashion, strange, not political correct.
Makes it interesting and makes me feel part of history, a lineage.
Down to go up
It’s definitely an inappropriate term

Postscript
Thank you everybody who participated in this survey.
As a publisher of books on the Alexander Technique it is useful to know whether there is a potential issue
with language.
This was an informal survey as I am not a professional in creating questionnaires. It is also useful to bear
in mind that the survey was open to everybody internationally, and so the survey results are not indicative
of opinions in any particular country and/or culture. (For this, each Alexander Technique teachers society
should carry out their own survey, enabling a ‘log-in’ feature so that a person can only fill in the survey once.)
The survey only received 134 responses (and only two shares) and it must be remembered that any lack of
interest in a survey is also valid information (e.g. it may be deemed ‘not interesting’, ‘not important’). Despite
these shortcomings, the survey results reflect a wide variety of opinions on the subject and as such may help
to inform any debate.
Jean M. O. Fischer
2 May 2021
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